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The Withdrawal from Dunkirk by Prep VI

In the distance, a big thick, black cloud of smoke claws its way into the dark
gloomy sky.  Sinking boats try to stay alive, gasping for air.  Gunshots and
bullets whizz through the air, like a cheetah chasing after its prey.  Soldiers on
the beach pray for mercy.  Water blasts up into the air, like someone had thrown
a heavy boulder into a lagoon-like sea.

An English flag swishes and sways through the thick black waves of smoke.  Tiny
little boats are crammed full of wounded soldiers.  Tired men pray for mercy, as
they faint or collapse on the ground due to blood loss or the relief and hope of
being saved.

Booming, the explosions blow up on the ground, creating endless hurricanes of
smoke and endless lines of burning fire.  The smoke rises as high as the clouds,
where the German planes fly, spitting their bombs on the beach.  The planes fly
in and out of the smoke like a bird soaring through the air.  Soldiers crowd on
the beach like bees swarming out of a hive.  Ships crowd the shore in the hope of
saving soldiers.
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Malodorous, billowing black smoke clawed into the air, as the smell of sweat
covers the atmosphere.  The atrocious smell from the engines made the soldiers
gag and cough continuously.  Sweaty, weary men wade out to get into the ships.  
The burning fire smelt like an abandoned house filled with all sorts of disgusting
creatures.
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Angelic Theseus sailed to the isolated island of Crete to kill the murderous beast called the
Minotaur.
Malicious Minos taunted the Athenians saying, “You’re barely a treat for my ferocious beast!”
Ariadne threw Theseus a ball of string and a mystical sword of the island!
Zero to hero, Theseus strode into the titanic, cold, pitch-black, labyrinth to kill the ferocious, hostile,
brutal Minotaur.
Inexperienced Theseus came face to face with the Minotaur.
Nauseatingly, Theseus saw the Minotaur eating human flesh and slashed his ancient sword at the
Minotaur who fell dead on the floor.
Glittering eyes of the Athenian children saw Theseus exiting the labyrinth.

Accompanied by heroic Theseus, the Athenians set sail to Crete.
Madness was setting upon the great ship, as the Athenians did not want to be devoured by the
Minotaur.
Approaching the maze, love-struck Ariadne gave Theseus a ball of glittering string and a jagged
sword.
Zigzagging around the maze, Theseus swung blindly with his sword.
Imprisoned in the deep, dark, damp, dingy maze, courageous Theseus came face to face with the
almighty Minotaur.
Not even Theseus’s sharp, jagged sword could fell the mighty beast.
Grasping the ferocious Minotaur’s huge, sturdy horns, invincible Theseus twisted its razor-sharp
horns until its neck broke and it landed on the ground with a THUD!

Ancient Athenians knew that one day they would have to choose their greatest warrior to come
face to face with the minotaur but this warrior was not chosen, he was a volunteer named Theseus
Minotaur did not know what he was up against, he was up against Theseus 
who was courageous, brave and a great warrior.
Ariadne gave Theseus advice and he also got a sword and a ball of silver string so he could make
his way back.
Zigzagging through Labyrinth, Theseus eventually found the Minotaur. Theseus grabbed his sword
of the cobbles on the floor and tried to slit the Minotaur’s throat but failed - he thought it was
over.
Incredibly, Theseus ran behind the Minotaur’ s back and jumped on to his back, twisted the
Minotaur’s horns [they were as hard as rock] and he did it until his neck snapped. Theseus did it,
the Minotaur was defeated.
Now Theseus followed the silver string - it felt like he did it for hours -but finally he got out.
Going to the island, Theseus cruelly abandoned Ariadne feeling no guilt whatsoever and it is
supposed to be karma that Theseus forgot to change the sails to white from black . . . 
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The Withdrawal from Dunkirk by Prep VI

A horrible disaster!  British soldiers queue, one by one.  A German plane ejects its
bombs, making a thunderous blast along with malodorous smoke.  Soldiers
retreat as planes spit bombs at them but fail to escape.  They scramble
everywhere, like miserable little ants.  Some injure themselves on the way to the
ships, running for their lives, blood oozing out of their legs.  Damp sand grasps
at their boots as they plead for help.

Blazing fire incinerates the ground, debris comes flying out.  A destroyer sinks.  
Dull smoke covers the sky.  German planes swoop in and out, like a dangerous
falcon.  British soldiers line up in an orderly fashion, even though, for many,
death was their fate.   
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Exhausted, wounded men cry out, hoping for the help they need, some in pain,
some in shock.  In the distance bombs are exploding, followed by an ear-piercing
and deafening explosion.  On the beach you can feel the dusty ash on your face
and in your lungs, covering your face like black paint.  The smoke feels like fur
layering on your face until you can’t breathe.  The floor shaking can knock you
off your feet and on to your back, vulnerable to being shot.  

The smell of all the chemicals from the bombs takes over the soldiers’ weak
bodies and slowly ruins their organs.  The salt from the sea burns their nostrils.  
The smell of burning leaves a tingling sensation in your mouth and nose and
leaves you feeling dizzy.
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Poppy had always been mischievous and sneaked out of the house. One morning, Poppy was
strolling down Elf road when she saw something strange! There was an old, ancient, ragged door.

Poppy hopped through the ancient door trembling with terror. She didn’t know what was going to
happen! Once inside she found herself in pools of jewellery, and the walls were covered in gold! In
the crevices of the wall, there was a glimpse of bones, skulls and clothes they looked like they had
been captured. “Something is white in the corner of the room over there!” Poppy exclaimed. She
started walking towards it, when she got to the spec of white Poppy turned it over, it was a note
and it said “Look where you go don't touch a bone!”
”Ahhhhhh!” screamed Poppy. One of the hands of the corpses caught her and dragged underneath
the pools of bones. . . . . . 

She eventually got out of that mess. As quick as a flash, she fled with the note still in her hand
while going through the doorway, with remains of the people chasing after her! Poppy was running
for dear life, heart beating, head sweating, tears falling. Finally after a long journey she came
home with a trail of bones behind her. As soon as she got home, she jumped on her bed but when
she glanced to the side of her she saw the skull of one of the people on her table “OH NO
THEY’RE STILL HERE!” Poppy exclaimed!

Poppy had always been daring and interesting. After school one evening, Poppy was going for a
daily jog down Elf Road when she saw something strange in the mossy, brick wall. There was a
mysterious, old, stone door that she had never seen before. In the centre was a large square, bronze
knocker shaped like a knight's head. Terrified, she knocked on the door and it slowly creaked open as
she entered the room…

 When Poppy entered the dark hall, she was shaking with trepidation. Then she noticed a note in the
dragon’s mouth at the end of the hall, so she decided to go and get the dazzling   note. When she
was running to get the note she noticed she was on a dark, shadowy chess board. Then she saw that
there were giant chess pieces beside her. Then Poppy finally got to the note it read “Don’t play chess
or you will confess.” Poppy thought it was nonsense so she decided to ignore the note and play chess.
Then the chess pieces came to life and chased her out of the room! Poppy was terrified like a cat
being chased by a dog. Then she saw the door and ran for her life to it! Then she finally got out and
slammed the door behind her! 

 The next day, Poppy searched up and down Elf Road but she could not find the door, but that night
in her bedroom she found a chess piece. She wondered “How did that get there?” and she was
wondering that all night… 
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The Palace 
Greece
700 BC

Dear Pandora,
                      I am writing to warn you not to open that luxurious shiny huge box . You are
already so beautiful and smart, what else could you need ? All I’m asking you Pandora is please
don’t open the box, as you don’t know what Zeus can do for revenge.
     Firstly remember who gave you this box. Zeus is a terrible, terrible God, who always wants
everything his way. Remember how he hung Prometheus on the side of a cliff and let that blood
-thirsty vicious hungry eagle rip his liver out everyday? Zeus knows what's in that box. It could be
bad or it could be good, but I’m 100% sure it’s horrible. Whatever you do, do not open that
tempting box.
     Think about the life you have with everything anyone could ask for. Pandora, you’ve got gifts
from gods, you are super beautiful and really clever too . You can play many many instruments.
We’ve got a golden, glamorous house with one hundred and three rooms. Also a massive garden
with flower beds and a swimming pool with fifty seven maids, not to mention your walk-in-closet.
You even have a huge jewellery collection. We have got ten horses, nine cats, and two elephants. 
     Finally, however intriguing this is, if you are going to open this box the whole world will be in
danger and so will you . Whatever you do ,DO NOT OPEN THE BOX ! !

Lots of love 
Epimetheus xxx

The Palace 
                                                                             Greece

                                                                              700 BC
Dear Pandora,
                      I am writing to warn you whatever you do do not open that shiny glamorous box.
Do you really want to let Zeus's wrath on the world? Think; you have a perfect life, are you sure
you want to throw all that away? Firstly remember who gave you this box. It was that heartless
monster Zeus. Remember he tied my brother to a mountain and an eagle pecks his liver out every
day. Then it grows back and he feels in even more pain every day. He is not a kind God. I know
what he would do to get revenge and you don't. I know him more than you. There is a one percent
chance it is good. Think about the life you have. You live in a grand palace with soft silk clothes.
You have diamonds and jewels and instruments with a massive pool and pets. There are no
diseases, no sadness and you have servants. You can teach people how to use fire. You get treated
like a queen. What do you think is in this box? However intriguing that box is do not open it for
our sake, for the world's sake. Bury it underground, hide it, I don't care what you do with it, just DO
NOT OPEN THAT BOX.   
Your beloved husband 
Epimetheus
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Picasso Self Portraits by Prep II
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The man with the red eyes by leonard odemayowa prep VI 

 (based on the original by l.s. lowry)  
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